
Efficient Morphological Word Variant Discovery: Expanding the recall of biomedical text searches.

Motivation

Many text search tools rely on approaches to 
expand queries typed by the user and increase the 
recall of text searches. Because of the rich 
dictionary used in the biomedical literature, 
traditional approaches such as stemming are of 
limited use. We have developed a new solution to 
this problem for our biomedical search engine 
Twease.org.
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Impact on text searches

We have compared the recall of text searches when queries are 
expanded with morphological word variants, and are not. For 
this evaluation, we have used a protein interaction dataset 
collected by Albert and colleagues by mining the literature [1]. 
For each of the 2,789 interactions in this dataset, we created 
queries such as:

"SMRT" "HDAC3" (affinity | assemble | associate | 
attach | bind | complex  | contact | couple | 
dimerize | dissociate | dock | interact | link | 
precipitate )

Each interaction lists one or more articles that describe the 
interaction. In our evaluation, we consider these articles 
relevant to the query generated from the interaction. Using 
these relevance judgements, we calculate precision and recall 
at each rank in the results returned by the search engine 
(result returned top has rank 1, second rank 2, and so on). 
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Approach

Our approach consists of five main steps:

Corpus dictionary analysis

1.  Collection of potential stems
2.  Estimation of a statistical stemming model

At runtime

3. Parse each query words into 
   prefix / potential stem / suffix
4. Score each word similar to a 
   query word with the stemming model
5.  Rank word variants by score

1. Find words 
similar to query 
word

2. Rank by 
Levenshtein
Distance

 ubiquitination

1. Calculate the 
longest common 
substrings between 
each query word/
/similar word pair
(consider the 50 
most similar words)
2. Keep the 
substring that is the 
most frequent in 
these 50 pairs

ubiquit

Potential 
stem

Step 1 produces 
1,382,486 unique 
potential stems
from a dictionary of 
3,405,681 terms.

ubiquitin
ubiquit

(7)
(8)

Step 1. Corpus analysis, Collect potential stems 
(for each word of the corpus dictionary)

polyubiquitination

potential 
stemIdentify potential 

stems included 
in this word

Derive prefixes 
and suffixes

poly ubiquit ination
poly ubiquitin ation
poly ubiquitina tion
poly ubiq uitination

prefix suffix

P(is_prefix|string)
P(is_suffix|string)

Estimate model
prefix/suffix
(max likelihood)

Step 2. Corpus analysis, prefix/suffix model inference 
(for each word of the corpus dictionary)

ubiquitin

potential 
stem

Potential prefix scores: 
<empty-string>   0.614190639
ubiqui 1.7082541572477447E-6
ubiquiti 1.3113276318975804E-7
ubiquiti 3.461199301053434E-6

“” ubiquitin
ubiqui tin
ub iquitin

prefix

suffix

ubiquitin “”
ubiquiti n
ubiquit in
ubiqui tin
tin “”
ti n
t in
quitin “”
quiti n

Query: ubiquitin

Potential suffix scores:
<empty-string>   0.236743624
n 0.027089112
in 0.003689
tin 1.29E-04

Result is a set of word prefix / potential stem / suffix parses,
associated with a probability for the ubiquitin query word. 
The probability is the removal cost (0.61*1.29E-4).

0.61 1.29E-04

Step 3. Runtime.  Parse query words into each 
alternative prefix/potential stem/suffix parse.

monoubiquitination

potential 
stems
(from 
step 3)

Potential prefix scores: 
mono    3.837065198988167E-4
monoubiquiti 1.3113276318975804E-7
monoub 6.556638159487902E-8
monoubi 6.556638159487902E-8

Potential suffix scores: 
ation 0.01072326763021888
tion 0.01297767445713025
biquitination 1.0496501448148794E-7

Similar word:

Result is a set of word prefix / potential stem / suffix parse associated with a 
probability, for each word similar to the query. The probability is the prefix suffix 
addition cost (3.84E-4 * 3.78E-7)

Query: ubiquitin

mono ubiquitin ation
mono ubiquiti nation
mono ubiqui tination
monoubiqui tin ation
…

prefix suffix

3.84E-4
3.78E-07

Step 4. Runtime.  Score each word similar to 
a query word with the stemming model inferred
in step 2.

Each word similar to the query is ranked by 

Score word variant = (prefix/suffix removal cost from query)
                              *                (prefix/suffix addition cost)

e.g., ubiquitin -> “” ubiqui tin -> mono ubiqui tination

Score= 0.61 * 1.29E-4 * 3.84E-4 * 3.78E-7
0.61 1.29E-4 3.84E-4 3.78E-7

Step 5. Runtime.  Rank morphological word
        variants by the combined 
        removal/addition
        scores.
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For more information

We distribute the implementation of our 
method under the Gnu General Public 
License to maximize its use in the 
biomedical community. 
http://icb.med.cornell.edu/crt/twease/
See also the Twease search engine at 
Twease.org


